
Your first choice for successful digital business with Shopware 6



We only work with Shopware, 100% 
of the time - For our customers, this 
means an extremely high know-how 
of Shopware 6.

100% focus on Shopware

With all developers certified from 
Shopware, we guarantee state-of-
the-art results and maximized 
return on your investment.

Certified Developers

We approach our work with a high 
level of professionalism, to deliver a 
product that is reliable, efficient and 
easy to maintain.

Top-tier quality

We’re a digital agency and  
a certified Shopware partner.
Our team consists of highly skilled developers with many years of experience in the industry. 
Located in Germany, Cyprus and Vietnam, we all share one mutual goal – to develop cutting-edge 
technology to support the business goals of our customers.



Our main service is development of 
online stores using Shopware 6. We 
create a look that is designed and 
tailored for your business.

Development

Support for Shopware 5 will be 
terminated by the end of 2024. 
Safely transfer your Shopware 
database and functionality to 
Shopware 6.

Migration

We pride ourselves on providing 
businesses with the highest quality 
Shopware maintenance services. 

Maintenance

Our Shopware 
services.



Typical  
project

Documentation

Detailed documentation from A to Z. Each 
feature is conceptualized, both in terms of 
requirements and implementation, in order 
to have all pitfalls recorded.

Go-Live

This phase involves the official launch of the 
shop, making it accessible to the public. 
Final testing is conducted to ensure that 
everything is working properly.

Our team provides ongoing support after 
your project is launched. We don't just 
launch and walk away. Our goal is to make 
sure that your project works flawlessly for as 
long as possible.

Support & Maintenance

Scoping

A detailed scoping ensures you avoid the 
risk of exceeding your initial budget.


This is why we start with a one-day scoping 
workshop for a flat fee of 2,800 EUR as a 
basis for a reliable offer.


Reporting

We create weekly project reports about the 
progress and the tasks being worked on. It 
also includes any issues or challenges that 
have arisen and how they are being 
addressed.


During the entire project duration (and 
beyond) we will have a weekly status call 
with all project participants.


We also offer chat exchanges via Slack for 
fast and smooth communication.

Communication
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Concept

Feature development

Basic setup

Quality control

Testing

Content

Sprint 1 Sprint 2

Project 
roadmap.

We assemble our team according to 
the best know-how for the project. 
  
Usually our team consists of 3 to 4 
people with a duration of 6-9 months  
and a scope of about 310 PT (at 880 
EUR / day).

Go-LiveBudget



One of the largest payment providers in 
Europe has chosen our company to take over 
the individual development of the payment 
integration for Shopware.

Payment integration

Case study

7 months
Development time and consulting

16+ Shopware versions
Tested on most Shopware 6 versions with automated testing  

10+ payment methods
With big names such as PayPal, Apple Pay, Klarna & more.



As one of the most popular extensions for 
Shopware, our Blog integration helps 
hundreds of online shop owners to write 
engaging content.

Recommended by Shopware

used by over 2.200 Shopware Shops

Blog Plugin.
Case study



Streamline your Shopware SEO effort  
with the help of AI.

Bionic SEO App.

Utilize the power of AI to step up your Shopware SEO 
game. State-of-the-art product descriptions, meta titles, 
image ALT information and more are just one click away.

Case study



Let’s discuss your next big Shopware project  
and let our certified Shopware experts help you.

Start the conversation.

Contact


Andreas Rieger 
Chief Marketing Officer 
andreas@shapeandshift.dev

Shape & Shift LTD


75 Chrysoneras Avenue 
8574 Paphos 
Cyprus



